GOOD & MAL-PRACTICES

This bulletin aims to present poor and good practices supported by photographic material.

EHSEC hopes that this material be used for reference in training sessions or for benchmarking purposes.

EHSEC also urges all members to contribute with relevant material as long as the material:
- Was legally obtained
- The photograph does not reveal the identity of workers by showing their faces.
- The photograph does not reveal the identity of the company depicted.
- The photograph does not reveal the identity of any brand name.
- Is not protected by copyright issues

All rights for the pictures contained in this bulletin are protected.

Malpractice

Hastiness, familiarization with danger are poor advisors; construction workers usually take chances disproportionate to the gain they think they acquire from their short-cuts in safety.

Malpractice

Poor improvisation for providing a working/access platform in a worksite; the access ladder is also a substandard hazardous practice.
Malpractice

Picture at a Manchester worksite; this particular employee was fired.

Good Practice

Walkway for pedestrian protection at a worksite in Berlin.

Good Practice

Excavation/trenching rigid protection from wall collapse at a maintenance worksite in Berlin.